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   There are very few alive today who have any knowledge of what thrived during the 
Black Histories. And there are fewer still who can recall the golden age that witnessed 
the harmony of Man and God. Of course, the union forged between the divine and 
humankind wasn’t without its complications.

   Buildings, large and small, dark and sullen, lined a wide road of dirt and broken stone. 
Night was full over the prison city, stars and moon faint performers in a midnight sky 
choked by torn rags of clouds. Live torches, snapping fitfully alongside intermittent 
doorways, provided the small animated light that gave substance to the rutted and rock-
strewn section of Iban Su. Occupation was displayed by dark curtain-drawn windows 
that glowed a feeble light. Those structures that stood empty had black sockets where 
heavy canvas or a lighter type of cloth would normally have hung. The men hunkered 
inside would lock their doors tight, and watch the widows with a mad intensity. But those 
were the circumstances you survived under in the Low District.

   Two men moved down the dim street, ghosts strolling where sane men feared to tread. 
Lainn Sevai sauntered more than he strolled, a privilege regular men couldn’t claim. An 
enigma within the prison city, he ignored death as few men could. His younger brother 
Ereck followed timidly at his side, though his quick steps showed his eagerness to 
escape the blackness of night.

   Ereck moved with a cautiousness Lainn found absurd. Lainn was at his side, a fine 
protection, but more than that the boy donned the auburn cloak of a cantor, a member of 
the clergy.
 
   Lainn’s blade, a lengthy thing standing up over his left shoulder, pommel adorned with 
a ball of clear green glass, wasn’t displayed for ostentation, but rather warning. Many of 
the men who crouched in alleys and perched on rooftops had seen his face before, had 
witnessed how he could spin death with a gleaming blade, had heard the stories of the 
untouchable Lainn Sevai. But for those who hadn’t, the sword stood above him, the 
green glass drinking the orange light of the torches and reflecting with a sad glow. The 
sword was a thing no man with skin and blood dare test. The legend of Lainn Sevai 
would stay their hands sure as a dying man would shit himself. And the men did stay 
their positions, patient and wise enough to wait for a more unfortunate soul to wander by.

   Lainn glanced at his brother, noting the nervousness, and how anxiety had curved the 
young man’s features into unsure angles. Wearing his long robe with the hood down--his 
pale bald head exposed and unsettling--Ereck should have been the more stolid of the 
two.

   “Don’t sulk,” Lainn scolded. Ereck squared his shoulders but still drug his thin body 
down the road.



     Lainn rubbed idly at the scar marring his right palm. It was a puckered thing, roughly 
circular, matching the mark on the back of the hand. He didn’t have recollection of it, but 
he surmised it had to have been a sword wound from when he was very young, perhaps 
at the moment his father had forced a blade upon him. And by the size of it, it had been 
a vicious injury. But it served to remind him he was more than experienced with blades; 
he’d grown up with them, evolving into a fine killer of men, and those steel edges had 
marked him as their own. Ereck had his robe, Lainn his arm. Their father had had a 
similar scar adorning his hand, though smaller than the one Lainn possessed, as though 
he’d been pierced through with a much thinner blade. The scar was Lainn’s bridge to 
Lehel, a tangible way the two of them connected; there’d never been softness between 
them. Lehel had always told Lainn Iban Su would crush those not made of stone and 
shit. Lehel had been dead a year, but Lainn had been fatherless his entire life. He’d been 
raised by an immutable taskmaster.

     The only time you ever touch someone in this city is with your pale hand, Lehel had 
passed on, words Lainn had taken to heart. Lehel had always referred to a blade as a 
pale hand, like a cold extension of a man’s body. With the expression, Lehel had 
ensured Lainn would become a solitary figure, devoid of the warmth and comfort 
afforded by another body.

     The idea that if a man gave away a part of himself, then he was weakened, and in 
turn provided someone the ability to break him was pressed by Lehel with curses and 
spit and fists.

     Yet, for all his hardness and anger, Lehel had managed to cultivate a tiny flame of 
affection and humanity within Lainn, even if only in rebellion. And those were dangerous 
things to burden one’s self with inside Iban Su. You had to be emotionless lest the killing 
ruin your fortitude. Lainn had found a balance between a heart of cold rock and a heart 
of warmth. It wasn’t such a difficult thing considering the heart of warmth was very often 
a rare occurrence.

     “You walk like twenty men aren’t watching our passing,” Ereck whispered, too lightly, 
fearful his voice would carry in the damnable silence. He was never at ease outside, 
even after being witness to Lainn’s exceptional mastery over any handled blade. He 
preferred to spend his days secluded in High District, behind high walls and clerics.

     “And that’s all they’re doing, watching,” Lainn replied after the shock of Ereck’s 
interruption had passed. He kept his voice clear and unchecked by reluctance, in no way 
intentionally mocking his brother.

     A gust of wind tore down the street, beating Ereck’s robe in front of him and pushing 
away the perpetual stench staining life behind the prison walls. Taming his outfit, Ereck 
said, “Will you refrain from spouting what you believe are witticisms?” It was a harsh 
whisper, filled with admonition. “Your arrogance might flourish against a few men, but if 
we’re swarmed, what then?”

     “You are unarmed,” Lainn pointed out almost rudely. Ereck’s position in the clergy 
came to Lainn’s tongue, but he held it back. Ereck knew full well he was in no danger. 
“These men know better. They may be vile cutthroats and scabrous, unwashed villains, 
but there’s still a sense of self-preservation within their minds. We’re safe.” Ereck shot 



him an eye. “Very well, you are safe.”

Of the clergy, the cattle-drivers of the prison city, Ereck was afforded divine protection, 
watched over by the very God who had damned them both to suffer inside Iban Su. He 
was on the lower rungs, a minion to the priests, but still cupped by the protective hands 
sheltering those championing the Light. There wasn’t actually anything mystical or 
magical protecting Ereck, nothing of divine deterrence. Stories abounded of how 
clergymen could command minds simply by raising their hands; how they could often 
deflect blades as though swatting aside bothersome flies. Priests hadn’t been killed, but 
cantors had, as well as clerics--though clerics were merely favored prisoners playing a 
soldier’s role. Yet it was the penalty for shedding the blood of a clergyman that tilted the 
odds of living in their favor.

     An acquaintance of Lainn’s, a man whose cupidity was only outweighed by his 
foolishness, once slew a cantor, all for the ruby the man had worn in his ear. The last 
Lainn ever saw of his friend had been a chipped skeleton, as though sharp implements 
had been used to remove skin and muscle from bone. All that had remained was the 
head, perfectly preserved and intact. It was meant to be a warning to the men who’d 
known the man, his identity made possible so the threat wasn’t passed over. Men would 
risk their lives for the chance at a healthy theft, but they refused to surrender to torture.

     Ereck lifted the hood of his robe and draped it over his still shaking head, covering his 
eerie baldness. Lainn didn’t doubt the sight of a clergyman helped keep men at a 
distance as well. He often looks like a corpse.

“I’m having second thoughts, Lainn,” Ereck said once he was sufficiently hidden within 
the darkness of his hood. “It seemed a wise thing when I broached it, but thinking it 
through, it’s foolish. Irmian holds no love for us.”

     Lainn sighed. Ereck truly was a fool. The reason he’d handed up the idea of seeking 
aid was because Lainn had dropped all the clues. Although he knew it wasn’t proper, 
Lainn had manipulated the boy. His brother’s position in the city afforded a certain 
amount of protection Lainn anticipated needing. You didn’t gain anything inside Iban Su 
for free; and very few men failed at turning to violence, even without provocation.

Lainn shook his head. “It’s sensible, Ereck. His greed should hold his reservations at 
bay. Your fear is only from action. Were we not walking toward the prospect you’d still be 
beating me over the head with it.”

     “Perhaps,” Ereck replied wearily. “But perhaps we haven’t thought it through enough.” 
His voice carried a tone of disquiet Lainn didn’t enjoy. “It feels like we're rushing things.”

     The older brother let silence postpone his response. For the first time since setting 
out with Ereck, Lainn felt ill at ease. Ereck had a mind for things, and a preternatural 
sense about tangents Lainn never considered. It would be a difficult thing to ever define 
which brother was the wisest, or more resourceful. Lainn had his blade-arm and fighting 
sense; Ereck had his mind and uncanny ability to see plots and stratagems Lainn would 
never have conceived. It was unfortunate he’d become part of the clergy; they’d have 
done well together on the streets. Now, Lainn had no choice but to watch his brother 
from a distance, as the other men inside Iban Su watched him. And the space was wide 
enough that neither could reach out to the other.



It was dangerous to follow Lehel's dream, Lainn knew that. But who didn’t clutch at 
stupidity while residing in Iban Su? He smirked. All men were ignorant fools, and it was 
stupid luck keeping him alive at the moment, his pride too much for any one man, 
superstition too mystical for any hundred.

     “What are you smiling about?” Ereck asked with suspicion.

     Lainn turned to his brother and caught the hidden blue of Ereck’s eyes inside the 
hood. Firelight had a curious way of finding such clear eyes, and at times it was 
unnerving. But it didn’t shake the smile lingering on Lainn’s lips. “Something I remember 
father saying.”

     Ereck stumbled and kicked at a loose stone as he recovered.

Lainn understood the effect. He himself carried no love for their father. What child could 
who’d been greeted each day by misplaced anger and cruelty? In some ways Lainn 
envied Ereck’s distance from Lehel. But in seeing how weak and fragile his brother had 
become, Lainn pitied him more. Still, the strength of his body and his consummate 
swordplay did nothing to diminish the hatred he harbored for his father. Unfortunately 
Lehel had known something that might set them free of their imprisonment. Lainn knew it 
was a childish hope, and he knew Lehel could very well have been as mad as men 
claimed he’d been. But captive behind slate black walls, forced to scrounge and kill in 
order to sleep and eat, Lainn was ready to follow the idiotic prattle of a man whose mind 
had abandoned him.

And with little resources within the city at his disposal, Lainn decided upon the one place 
that could give him what he needed, the very place where his father had sought aid. All 
men are stupid in their own way.

     “You never tell me anything,” Ereck said suddenly. “You never talk about father.”

“There’s never anything you need to know.” Lainn gave a little smirk on top of his smile 
hoping to assuage his brother’s curiosity without venom.

“Lainn, I’m serious.”

“And Ereck, I’m serious. The less you know the better off you are.” That was the truth. 
The ministers would have their way with him, cantor or not. “You’ll learn everything when 
it’s all over. I promise.” Not everything, Lainn amended to himself, knowing he held 
secrets that would never pass his lips.

There were times when Lainn wished he had had his brother to talk to, to confide in, but 
ever since their youth, they’d been apart. It wasn’t just a physical separation either; it 
was a division of companionship, of love, of trust. Just another thing Lainn was able to 
hate Lehel for. Ereck had been sent to study with the clergy, a great honor supposedly, 
while Lainn had been left to fend for himself on the city streets; and fend for himself 
beneath the iron fist of Lehel’s tutelage. Truthfully, Lainn didn’t know much about their 
father. Lehel had been surprisingly tight-lipped, never granting more than the occasional 
memory of a life outside Iban Su, and at those times it had indeed seemed like the man 
was without his mind.



Lainn knew he could never sate Ereck’s interest in their father. He’d never told his 
brother much in regards to Lehel, and he promised himself he never would, even if he 
was successful at getting free of the city. In earnest, Lehel had related to Lainn few 
things, but the one thing he continually mentioned, with hurt in his eyes, was Lainn 
should never allow Ereck to know of his plans to escape. At times, the thought gave 
Lainn chills. What kind of father failed to trust his son? Lainn knew the answer: it was the 
kind of idiot who thought he could free himself from a clergy-controlled fortification.

All men are ignorant fools, Lainn thought as his steps didn’t falter in carrying him toward 
the same goal that had led Lehel to his death.

“You will get yourself killed,” Ereck spat in frustration.

     “I will do no such thing,” Lainn assured. “I’ve done a very good job of keeping alive. 
You just keep your mouth shut tonight.” Anger came out in the words. Ereck surprised 
him; it wasn’t in his manner to be so brash with his emotions.

     “It’s not my mouth I’m worried about,” Ereck riposted. “I’m just saying sometimes you 
walk a fine line between what you should say and what you shouldn’t. And in public a 
little discretion is, at times, called for.”

     “I shouldn’t have to hold my tongue,” Lainn stated defiantly. His eyes were hard, 
staring forward down the dark street. Shadows writhed on the aged stones like wounded 
men, and filth tumbled across their path as gusty winds raged down alleys and side 
streets.

     “There it is,” Ereck said remorsefully. “It’s not that you should be restricted, you just 
need to show more . . . tact.”

     “Very well,” Lainn conceded, more to appease his little brother than actual 
agreement, “when the time comes I’ll . . . show a little reserve, for your sake.” He smiled 
again after the words.

     “Smiles come too quickly to your face. It’s not natural, not behind these walls.” Ereck 
squared himself. “Listen. When we get there, just promise me you’ll consider your life.”

     Lainn cut a glance at his brother. “My life? Your jests miss their mark, Brother.”

     “We both don’t need you getting yourself killed,” Ereck said. “Those men won’t 
hesitate to stab you in the back, even if it means cleaning up the sour juices of your 
intestines.”

     Lainn stopped cold. He rounded on Ereck with eyes smoldering from fury. Ereck 
never was one for subtlety, and his jab at their father was more than Lainn cared to take. 
Men had lost their lives for saying such things within earshot. Rage hummed inside his 
skull.

     “We both know, Ereck,” Lainn warned. His voice went from still to quivering instantly. 
“If you ever say things like that near me again I’ll blacken your eyes.”



     He spun away from Ereck, slightly relieved his brother’s footsteps trailed him as he 
stomped off, a painful determination now infusing him. Ereck knew Lainn wasn’t a man 
to give a threat casually, and no doubt he’d reached the sane conclusion to keep all his 
none-too-subtle quips about Lehel silent.

     A few streets and a couple of turns, and the tavern lay before them. It was a fat, two-
story building with the upper portion lurching toward the street. The outer timbers 
sagged, and the once white-washed walls were dreary browns. It fit well with the 
monochromatic appearance of Iban Su. The night did things like that. Slate tiles lined its 
sloping roof, and in places where the tiles had slid free, thatch had hastily been used to 
patch the holes. Lanterns, torches, and barrel fires all proclaimed its glory. Piss Tavern, a 
poison in the dingy veins of Iban Su. And Lainn looked upon it with rapacity, with eyes 
that have taken in a great treasure. Any man standing within distance of making out his 
features would have stuttered in confusion. No one, not even the tavern keeper himself, 
would think to award Piss Tavern such a stare.

     From Lainn’s vantage he could see the crowded walk outside the entrance door. It 
was the usual scene. Men, hunched in coarse garments, hiding unnamed things, 
waddled to and fro with searching eyes. Slovenly women leaned casually against the 
chipped wood of the tavern or draped themselves seductively over barrels, their dresses 
and positions displaying their offerings far too explicitly. A huddle of clerics stood around 
watching as one of their own straddled a fallen man. A gauntleted fist meeting flesh 
sounded. Lainn sniffed disgustedly at the three other clerics holding half smiles in 
observance of the beating. He shifted his shoulders slightly, feeling the comforting 
weight of his sword. There was one type of law within the prison city, and costumed 
criminals did nothing to dissuade it.

     “You’re nervous.” Ereck said from Lainn’s side.

     “I said keep your mouth shut.”

     “You always shift your shoulders when you’re nervous.”

     “Not when I’m nervous,” Lainn said. He decided to keep his remarks to himself. Ereck 
had unbalanced him with his comment earlier. All that was in his head at the moment 
was redemption.

     “When?” Ereck asked. From the corner of his eye, Lainn watched Ereck glance 
toward the tavern. “You let the clerics alone, Lainn. Do not make more trouble than we 
need.”

     “There will be only as much trouble as I can handle.” Lainn turned to his brother, 
staring into those blue eyes with all the seriousness the moment demanded. “Now shut 
your damn mouth. You babble like a smitten woman.” Lainn replaced his attention upon 
the tavern. In a low voice, he said, “There will be no trouble.” Everything in his heart 
hoped what he said would be true. His arm, though, twitched.

     “Let us pray,” Ereck muttered, echoing Lainn’s feelings. Lainn granted Ereck the last 
word and marched forward, eyes and ears active.

     Twenty feet away from Piss Tavern Lainn fought not to stagger when the fetid smell of 



unwashed bodies and ignored waste wafted over him. The air of the city was always a 
thing to boil a stomach, but Piss Tavern shamed it. He wrinkled his nose, fighting down 
the urge to grab for the collar of his cloak and cover his face. He didn’t frequent the 
place, but his few visits had been enough to instruct him in what equated as a sign of 
disrespect. He eyed the women posing in front of the tavern. They all looked as though a 
bath was a distant memory. Some carried lines of soot marking chin and arm, while dirt, 
obvious by the contrasting hues of skin, caked torso and neck alike. But it was the dark 
grime clinging to pale slopes of breasts that Lainn regarded too clearly. A sudden 
bubbling filled his gullet. Those were not the thoughts he needed. His aplomb had to 
hold, as well as his stomach. The women caught him staring and began cooing softly, 
peddling their damaged wares. He tried to ignore them, but ribald remarks from the 
whores broke through and aided in churning his stomach.

A few beggars were nestled in darker corners, their filthy hands protruding from tattered 
sleeves, waving slowly like fragile branches in a small breeze. The light cast from the 
panoply of flames dancing around the tavern just managed to catch the nondescript 
men. Lainn ignored them consciously. More than one man had ended with a knife in his 
ribs and his purse gone for compassion. How such a virtue doesn’t get immediately 
culled from a person once they enter the city walls was a mystery.

     Lainn reached the tavern and passed the circle of clerics as another meaty blow was 
delivered. He watched as the cleric’s faded blue cape fluttered with each draw back and 
punch. The man wore burnished armor that glinted weakly in the light of the torches and 
barrel fires. A sheathed sword hung at his waist. The man on the receiving end of the 
punishment wasn’t putting up a fight, nor even emitting grunts or sounds of pain. It was 
all steel on flesh. He was probably dead, and if not then soon would be. An itch to 
deposit steel below a helm-covered head ached to be acknowledged. The idle clerics 
lost in observation, their sleeve-grabbers propped against their shoulders, seemed to 
grin at Lainn’s futility. I could kill you all before you even thought to frown. With restraint 
that had him shaking, Lainn slipped into the open door of Piss Tavern, Ereck riding his 
boot heels, nearly clambering up his back in his haste.


